
 Doubles Tournament Format

Appendix E

A doubles tournament will occur weekly. One-week AA/A will play the next week B/C’s will 
play.

The Flight Leader will form each team with the highest AA and lowest A player or highest B 
with the lowest C player, just like it is done today.

When the flights are reduced or when there is decreased participation in the doubles tournament 
alternatives like a consolation tournament or a substitute event will be considered.

A. Rules of Play:

1.  We will be playing a modified version of the CSI’s 2016 Nationals Tournament 
Scotch Doubles rules. CSI states “  In the end, the consensus was that scotch doubles are   
the ultimate display of teamwork in pool and not allowing two partners to communicate 
makes it less of a team event.” CSI allows open communication between teammates in a 
Scotch Doubles match, the non-shooting player must remain in his or her chair. At SCA 
Billiards competitions, we will allow and encourage the communication to occur at 
the table at turnover time. Talk must stop when a player is ready to shoot.

2.  Each team player will shoot 1 shot and 1 more if he makes the first one, and then turn 
it over to his partner. To reiterate, discussing strategy, pattern, and position play and how 
to achieve it at turnover time is allowed.

3. Pairings for the doubles competition will alternate each week. The first week AA and 
A players will be paired. On the alternate week B and C players will be paired.

      a. There will be 8 pairs for each tournament. If unable to format a match a flight 
leader may fill vacancies with available players however, there must be a minimum of 
one half of the correct player levels for the tournament to occur. (ie: 4AA and 4A players 
or 4B and 4C players in a 8 pair tournament) Flight leaders have the option of playing a 
tournament with less pairs however there must be a minimum of 4 pairs and the 
appropriate levels are to be maintained.

B. Advancement of Winning Teams

1. Team members will advance as described in the Sun City Anthem Billiards Club 
Competition Committee Rules. 
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